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The supply of some nonsafety loads from class IE
power sources is allowed by industry standards (IEEE
Standards 308 and 384) and by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Regulatory Guides 1.32 and 1.75. This has
been questioned as a possible source of degradation of
the class IE system, and this paper deals with assess-
ment of the effects of this practice on the reliability
of the power supply for engineered safety features
(ESF) systems.

The reactor safety study had disposed of this
question by assuming that a nonsafety load isolated by
two overload-trip circuit breakers in series does not
pose any threat to its source of supply in case of a
fault at the load. Our task was to "revisir" the issue
and to examine some of its components. This was done
in three stages:

(1) A survey was made of industry practice as it
has evolved in response to both operating experience
and regulatory actions.

(2) An attempt was made to obtain failure rate
data iron manufacturers to differentiate between the
reliability performance of equipment that has been
qualified to class IE standards (IEEE Standard 323)
and that which is "normal" industrial grade. It was
found that no such statistical differentiation can be
made at present, although qualification must reduce the
probability of common mode failure under design basis
accident (DBA) conditions.

(3) A survey was made of previous reliability
analyses of emergency power systems and the distribu-
tion trains to ESF loads. An extrapolation of such an
analysis was made to include nonsafety loads and to
arrive at an estimate of the additional risk imposed on
the system. The result is expressed as a probability
that a class IE train would not have sufficient voltage
available when needed, because of the presence of a
faulted nonsafety load. This probability is very low,
assuming fully independent, redundant power divisions.
The probability did not change significantly with dif-
ferences in maintenance intervals, types of loads, or
types of isolation devices.

It was concluded that nontafety loads on class IE
power sources, within limits of prudent engineering
practice and with failure rates characteristic of
current equipment, do not constitute a distinguishable
risk increment for the availability of emergency elec-
trical power at nuclear plants.

Industry Practice

The number and magnitude of nonsafety loads are
invariably minimized in number and restricted to loads
that, although not functionally required for mitigation
of an accident or safe shutdown, are important to
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orderly plant conditions in an emergency. So-; ot the
loads are light enough that they may be left on the
supply even through a source transfer sequence, that
is, through a failure of all off-site power and the
startup sequence of the on-site diesel generators.
Among such loads there have been included essential
lighting, turbine bearing oil pumps, generator seal
oil backup pump, battery chargers, ventilation exhaust
fans for small compartments, and boric acid injection
tank heaters.

Other non-ESF loads are shed from the ESF supply
buses through a derivative of the "accident" signal
that initially places the plant in an emergency mode,
these loads then may be reapplied to the class IE
buses by remote manual switching by the operators. The
judgment of the operator was trusted in some of the
earlier plants to apply these loads only if required and
if within the capacity of the diesel generator. Among
such loads are the reciprocating charging pump, service
water booster pump, boric acid transfer pump, switch-
gsar room ventilation fans, computer room HVAC system,
equipment cubicle mist coolers, heating system hot
water pumps, pressurizer heaters, and so on.

In more recently designed plants, the number and
magnitude of nonsafety loads supplied from class IE
buses have decreased. In particular, since the promul-
gation of Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, January
1975, the practice has tended to a supply of nonsafety
loads from "stub buses" that are connected to the class
IE system through a signal actuated breaker which acts
as the "isolation device" defined by Regulatory Guide
1.75. In this way, one isolation device serves several
nonsafety loads. This is most easily done at the 480-V
level, whereas nonsafety loads supplied from the 4160-V
or 6900-V safety buses occur far less frequently and
are usually isolated individually.

A typical load application sequence is shown in
Fig. 1. The first 11-s interval following the "acci-
dent" signal (usually low primary pressure, low pres-
surizer level, high containment pressure, feedwater
flow-steam flow mismatch, etc.) is reserved for startup
of the diesel engines. The increments in loading are
shown in Fig. 1 as straight vertical lines only for
convenience.

For typical plants, the nonsafety loads that may
be applied manually constitute only about 2% of the
total LOCA event load that a diesel-generator would
have to supply under the most severe conditions.

Should a fault occur in a nonsafety circuit that
is supplied from a class IE source, and if a protective
device failure or coordination failure should occur
concurrently, it is conceivable that overload devices
further up in the class IE circuit could be tripped or
that the fault may degrade the main safety bus. A
fault may occur in one of the class IE loads as well,
but the nonsafety loads are generally assumed to be
more vulnerable because they, presumably, are not
qualified for class IE service in accordance with IEEE
Standard 323 and because the rules of separation and
independence of IEEE Standard 384 and Regulatory Guide
1.75 are not necessarily followed in their installation.
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Fig. 1. Load Application Sequence.

Basically, the nonsafety loads and circuits are not
required to withstand the conditions of a design basis
accident when the entire class IE system may be re-
quired to perform its safety tasks.

Comparative Failure Rates

To quantify the risk that a nonsafecy load sup-
plied from a class IE division poses to that division,
we attempted to obtain failure rates that would reflect
a difference in reliability between qualified class IE
equipment and nonqualified commercial grade equipment.
We found that so far, at least, no such difference can
be quantified.

One switchgear manufacturer qualifies one line of
overcurrent relays by type testing. That is, the
materials in the relay are tested for thermal and
radiation degradation, and when degradation appears,
the end-of-life condition of the material is assumed to
have been reached. If the estimated life of the mate-
rial exceeds the required age limit of 40 V, the
material is included in the part. This part is then
tested for operation under seismic conditions, presum-
ably in its end-of-life condition. The piece of
equipment must also be tested for function through K
number of cycles to simulate its expected operational
life. In the case of the overcurrent relay, 20 trip-
pings a year were assumed, and for an assumed life of
100 y, three type-test relays were actuated 2000 times
and then subjected to the seismic vibration tests, and
then actuated once more.

Relays to be qualified as class IE and commercial
relays were assembled on the same conveyor line of this
manufacturer, and when a slight fault appeared under
seismic testing, the design change was incorporated in
both the class IE units and the commercial units. In
this case, the principal difference between class IE

units and the commercial units was the traceability of
parts and materials of the qualified units and the
certifications of type tests attached to each serial-
ized unit.

Failure rate data published through the various
reliability data banks are all-generic in nature and
do not distinguish, so far as we could determine,
between one oanufacturer's equipment and that of another
or between class IE qualified equipment and commercial
grade equipment.

Therefore, the risks attached to faulting of non-
IE equipment can not be distinguished from the risks
attached to faulting of qualified equipment under
normal operating conditions. There remains the con-
sideration of faulting under earthquake, fire, or flood
conditions, for which unqualified equipment, even
though it may be as durable as qualified equipment under
such adverse conditions, must be assumed to fail because
the separation constraints of IEEE 384 presumably would
no longer apply.

If it is assumed that equipment qualified for
seismic category events will still have some measurable
failure rate under these conditions, is the assumption
really valid that nonqualified equipment fabricated
identically to the qualified equipment must fail each

Savage and Wells1 in their work for the reactor
safety study2 performed a fault tree analysis of the
class IE systems of two power reactors. The top event
whose probability was sought was "insufficient voltage"
on the main emergency buses.

Among the analysis assumptions made in that study
was: "3. Nonemergency buses and loads that are iso-
lated from the emergency power system by two or more
circuit breakers are not potential fault sources to the
emergency power system."

The ESF power fault tree branch that included the
nonsafety load is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. ESF Power Fault Tree.



If we assign some failure rate values to the
events in the fault tree, we obtain an order of magni-
tude probability that a nonsafety load will cause a
degradation of the safety bus:

1. IEEE 500, p 208; motors, recorded value for

"catastrophic" failure: 2 x io" /h.

2. IEEE 500, p 147; circuit breaker fails to inter-
-4

rupt on opening: 1.2 * 10 /demand.

3. Motor fails prior to monthly maintenance period

for circuit breaker: 2 x 3O~6/h * 730 h * 1.2 x
—4 —7

10 /demand = 1.8 * 10 /demand.

4. Motor fails prior to semiannual naintenance period

(4380 h): 2 10"6/h
-6,

4.83 103 h 1.2 x 10
4

latter becomes the effective probability that the

4160-V stub bus is faulted: 2.2 x 10~4 at end of

monthly maintenance period or 1.3 « 10 at end of
semiannual maintenance period.

The probability of the tie-breaker failing to open
—4

on overload is about 1.2 x 10 /demand. Therefore,
both a breaker failure and a faulted stub bus
system have a simultaneous probability of 1.2 x

10"4 x 1.3 x io"3

10~4 2.2 io"
A

1.5 x io~ /6 months or 1.2 x
D

3.0 x 10 /6 months.

demand = 1 « 10 "/demand.

This, then, is the probability of the main 4160-V
ESF bus being degraded because of the failure of one
nonsafety load. It is obvious that if the redundant
class-IE division is considered, the probability of
simultaneous failure or degradation of both main ESF
buses becomes vanishingly small.

6.

Stub bus overloads or stub bus fails short so that
-4

the 4160-V stub bus system is faulted: 2.2 x 10

at end of monthly maintenance period or 1.3 * 10
at end of semiannual maintenance period.

4160-V bus system faults. The failure rates of
the motor are so much lower than the failure
probability of a short on the stub bus that the

2.
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